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APPLY TODAY:
SNS and NordGen scholarship
Do you dream of a small project? A study trip you
would really benefit from? Or some costs in
relation to your thesis? Apply for a scholarship!
Deadline is 15 February 2022.
SNS and NordGen has a joint scholarship, meant
to contribute to common Nordic benefit by
supporting education, continuing education and
knowledge exchange for persons working or
studying within forest seed or plant production,
regeneration methods and tree breeding in the Nordic countries.
Read more and apply

1+1=3
– or even more!
Networking across the Nordic borders has
obvious advantages. Tiina Nypelö knows, as she
has worked with colleagues in a SNS-funded
network (Hemisurf) to create Nordic benefits in
terms of additives to make food more sustainable.
The raw material is trees! The network is getting
closer to the future goal: to involve the industry to
make the research be of practical use.
Click the film to the right to see the full interview!
Project information
Article about the network aims

Together we can meet the
challenges of a changing climate
Climate and forests both vary considerably within
the Nordic region. However, similarities among the
countries make cross-border collaboration and
knowledge exchange on managing increased fire
risk valuable. The new report "Forest fires in the
Nordic region" contributes to this work, compiling
knowledge to facilitate and accelerate Nordic
learning and collaboration on forest management
and fire prevention under changing climate
conditions.
Nordiska nätverket för skogs- och vegetationsbrand
More information and download report
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